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Abstract

In the general case of neutron measurement by passive detectors, the conversion of direct experimental data to

neutron flux results by using (1) a cross-section of the reaction on which the detector is responding or (2) an appropriate

calibration of the detector versus neutron energy. For a better estimation of the neutron flux, especially in real neutron

fields, the calculation of the effective cross-section in the first case and the calculation of an effective conversion factor

from Tracks to Neutrons (TN) in the second case, both corresponding to the neutron energy spectrum, is required. This

work is an application on the determination and comparison of neutron fluxes in the experimental transmutation

assemblies in Dubna using several types of passive detectors. For the calculation of the effective cross-sections as well as

of the effective conversion factor TN for each experimental assembly the neutron energy spectral shape was estimated

theoretically by using the high-energy transport code DCM-DEM.

r 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Transmutation experiments have taken place in
Dubna (Laboratory of High Energies) during the
last decade by proton irradiations on extensive Pb
and U/Pb targets. Various energies ranging from
0.5 to 7.4GeV were used [1–4] to produce high
neutron fluxes by spallation reactions. In these
onding author. Tel.: +30-2310-998176.
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experiments passive detectors such as Solid State
Nuclear Track Detectors (SSNTDs) and activa-
tion detectors were used for integrated neutron
fluence measurements. The SSNTDs were applied
as particle detectors with appropriate moderators
and as fission detectors with fissile targets. The
advantage of SSNTDs is their good response to
high neutron fluxes while they are insensitive to
gamma rays, which are significant around spalla-
tion sources. The collected experimental data, i.e.
the counting track density from the SSNTDs and
d.
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gamma spectrum from the activation detectors,
need to be converted to neutron flux. In both cases
the use of a cross-section of the reaction with
which the detector is responding must be applied.
The use of a typical cross-section corresponding
only to a specific energy induces to a misestimation
of the determined neutron flux, especially when the
neutron spectrum extends over a wide energy
range, as does a spallation neutron spectrum.
Thus, in a real neutron field, for the conversion of
the detector information to neutron flux it is
important to specify the energy range in which
each reaction is effective in order to estimate the
cross-section which dominates in the spectrum, i.e.
an effective cross-section, seff : If the above
approach is not practiced, large deviations might
appear between the results of various detection
methods. Therefore to achieve more accurate
results (for dosimetry purposes for example) a
procedure based on the calculation of an effective
cross-section of the reaction with which the
detector responds should be applied. Also, an
appropriate calibration of the detector readout
versus neutron energy could be used. However, the
detector response is energy dependent, especially
in low energies (thermal-epithermal region), so a
similar problem occurs as in the use of the cross-
section. For this the calculation of an effective
conversion factor from Tracks to Neutrons (TN)
corresponding to the neutron energy spectrum is
required. For these calculations the neutron energy
spectral shape was estimated theoretically by using
the high-energy transport code DCM-DEM.
2. Experimental

This work deals with the neutron fluxes pro-
duced by spallation sources during two different
transmutation experiments performed in Dubna.
In the first experiment, the main spallation target,
a lead cylinder, was covered with a paraffin
moderator, Target (1), and irradiated by 1GeV
proton beam producing a spectrum with a
significant thermal and epithermal neutron com-
ponent [1–4]. In the second experiment, the lead
cylinder was covered with a four section U
blanket, Target (2), and irradiated by 1.5GeV
proton beam producing mostly intermediate and
fast neutrons [5]. Irradiations took place at the
Nuclotron accelerator, High Energy Laboratory,
JINR, Russia.

Our contribution to these experiments was to
determine the neutron flux by using several types
of passive detectors i.e. SSNTDs (as particle and
fission detectors) and activation detectors (238U,
natAu). A cross-section of the aforementioned
experiments is shown in Fig. 1a and b, respec-
tively, wherein the positions of the passive
detectors indicated. In this study only the results
corresponding on the top and at the middle of the
target cover (paraffin or U-blanket) were pre-
sented in order to compare the methods.
3. Results and discussion

Cross-sections are energy dependent, so for the
conversion of the detector readout to neutron flux
it is important to know the energy range in which
the cross-section must be considered and then
determine the effective cross-section, seff : This
quantity for a given reaction in an energy interval,
E12E2 is calculated by the formula:

seff ðn; xÞ ¼

R E2

E1
FnðEÞ � sðn;xÞðEÞ dE
R E2

E1
FnðEÞ dE

; ð1aÞ

where FnðEÞ is the energy dependent neutron flux
(n cm�2MeV�1 per proton) and sðn;xÞðEÞ is the
energy dependent cross-section. Using exactly the
same procedure, the calculation of an effective
conversion factor TN for a neutron energy
interval, E12E2 following the formula:

TNeff ¼

R E2

E1
FnðEÞ � TNðEÞ dE
R E2

E1
FnðEÞ dE

ð1bÞ

is required, when the conversion of direct experi-
mental data to neutron flux results by using an
appropriate calibration of the detector versus
neutron energy.

The other component needed for effective cross-
section calculation and for the effective conversion
factor calculation is the shape of the energy
dependent neutron spectrum, FðEÞ: The neutron
spectrum for each experimental setup was theore-
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Fig. 1. (a) A cross-section of the Pb(Paraffin) target (1) setup.

(b) A cross-section of the Pb(U-blanket) target (2) setup.
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tically determined using the high-energy transport
code DCM/DEM and is presented in Fig. 2. The
DCM/DEM code is a Dubna version of cascade-
evaporation approach, similar to Bertini model.
This is supplied with high-energy fission and pre-
equilibrium evaporation. The calculations corre-
spond to the surface fluxes, i.e. the registered
neutrons that cross the unit surface per primary
proton. A fitting procedure was applied to the
energy dependent neutron flux in order to obtain
the necessary value over any energy range [6].

The neutron flux for various energy ranges was
determined by using several types of passive
detectors as following:

3.1. SSNTDetectors (as particle detectors)

The detecting system includes CR39 detector
with Li2B4O7 converter (Kodak LR115 Type B)
partially covered by 1mm Cd. An additional
CR39 sheet on polyethylene is used [7,8]. In both
cases the measured track density N (tracks cm�2) is
converted to neutron flux F (neutrons cm�2),
according to formula:

N ¼ MseffF ; ð2Þ

where M is the number of atoms per cm2

of the corresponding target and seff is the effective
cross-section in an energy interval as given by
Eq. (1a).

The track density difference between the Cd-
covered and uncovered CR39 (plus Li2B4O7)
detector corresponds to the thermal neutron flux.
In particular, considering the cross-section of
neutron capture from natCd (ENDF/B-VI (300K)
library), 1mm of Cd induces a neutronically back
up to 0.4 eV. For this energy range the cross-
sections data given by the ENDF/B-VI (300K)
library for 10B(n,a)7Li reaction were fitted with an
E�1=2 function and the calculated effective cross-
section for both experiments are presented in
Table 1.

In addition, the track density on CR39 detectors
plus polyethylene originating by proton recoils
corresponds to an energy range for intermediate-
fast neutrons, 0.3oEno3MeV, due to limitations
on registration efficiency of CR39 [9]. In this case,
the cross-sections of H(n,n0) elastic scattering were
also fitted with an E�1=2 function for the energy
interval of interest and the calculated effective
cross-section for both experiments are presented in
Table 2.

Another way to approach the conversion from
measured track density N (tracks cm�2) to neutron
flux F (neutrons cm�2), is to use an essential
conversion factor from Tracks to Neutrons (TN),
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Fig. 2. Theoretical calculation of the neutron flux on the top and at the middle for both experiments using the Dubna Cascade Model

(DCM/DEM).

Table 2

The calculated effective conversion factor from tracks to

neutrons, TNeff ; and seff for H(n,n0) elastic scattering with

intermediate-fast neutrons (for energy range 0:3oEno3MeV)

for both experiments

Target Effective conversion

factor, TNeff

Effective cross-section,

seff (b)

(1) 1.6 (70.4)� 10�5 4.470.9

(2) 1.2 (70.3)� 10�5 4.870.8

Table 1

The calculated effective conversion factor from tracks to

neutrons, TNeff ; and seff for 10B(n,a) reaction with thermal

neutron (energy range up to 0.4 eV) for both experiments

Target Effective conversion

factor, TNeff

Effective cross-section,

seff (b)

(1) 2.2 (70.5)� 10�4 21577378

(2) 2.2 (70.4)� 10�4 7427133
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according to formula:

N ¼ TNeffF ; ð3Þ

where TNeff is the effective conversion factor in an
energy interval as given by Eq. (1b).

The above conversion factor from Tracks to
Neutrons (TN) specifies by the formula:

TNðEÞ ¼ RðEÞCFðEÞ; ð4Þ

where RðEÞ is the response of the detector to
neutron dose (tr cm�2 per Gy) and CFðEÞ is the
factor which converts neutron dose to neutron
density (Gy per n cm�2). Both components are
energy dependent, so the conversion factor from
Tracks to Neutrons, TNðEÞ is also energy depen-
dent and could be determined via an appropriate
calibration of the detector response versus neutron
energy. Such calibrations have been performed for
dosimeter purposes [7,8].

The experimental response, RðEÞ of the CR39
with Li2B4O7 converter [8] and the conversion
factor, CFðEÞ from dose to neutrons [9] as a
function of the neutron energy is presented in
Fig. 3. Because of the absence of any experimental
data in the energy range between thermal to 24keV
neutrons, the response is expressed by a 1=E

function, as it is presented in Fig. 3 (dash line),
considering the conclusions of other specific reports
[10,11] where the response has been obtained from
Monte Carlo simulations using the MCNP code.

The experimental conversion factor from tracks
to neutrons, TNðEÞ for the CR39 detector with
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Li2B4O7 converter and polyethylene plus the
detector itself (proton recoils) are presented in
Fig. 4. In the same figure the calculated conversion
factor TNðEÞ for thermal-epithermal region is also
presented. Following a fitting process in both
experimental and calculated data, a Two Site
Competition function was applied for the CR39
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Fig. 3. The experimental response of CR39 with Li2B4O7 convert
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Fig. 4. The conversion factor from tracks to neutrons (TN) for CR39

detector itself (&). The solid symbols represent the experimental dat

correspond to the fitting process applied in both functions.
detector with Li2B4O7 converter and a Hill
function for polyethylene plus CR39 detector
(with r2 coefficient of the fitted parameters 97%
and 89%, respectively). The effective conversion
factors TNeff for both experiments obtained
by the Eq. (1b) are presented in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Table 5

The calculated seff for activation detectors

Reaction Energy range Effective cross-section, seff (b)

Target (1) Target (2)

Au (n,g) 1 eV–10 keV 97719 194729

Au (n,2n) 6–20MeV 1.270.1 0.670.1
238U (n, g) 1 eV–10 keV 972 2974
238U (n,2n) 6–20MeV 1.070.1 0.770.1
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3.2. SSNTDetectors (as fission detectors)

Fissile targets of 235U for thermal neutron
detection and 238U or 232Th for fast neutron
detection were deposited on makrofol by evapora-
tion [12]. After irradiation and appropriate devel-
opment of the detector, fission track density was
counted. The neutron flux was calculated using
Eq. (2) with the effective cross-section determined
with Eq. (1a). The cross-sections of each reaction
are given in Table 3. These values of seff are quite
different from the commonly used cross-sections
as are presented in Table 4, which explains why
fission results are always lower than other passive
methods. However, the same result is also ob-
served in the application in Dubna transmutation
experiments.

3.3. Activation detectors

238U and natAu activation detector were used for
the determination of the epithermal neutron flux
using the (n,g) reaction and fast neutron flux using
the (n,2n) reaction. The energy dependent cross-
section for 238U and Au (n,g) as well as for 238U
and Au (n,2n) data obtained by the ENDF/B-VI
Table 3

The calculated seff for fission detectors

Reaction Energy range Effective cross-section, seff (b)

Target (1) Target (2)

235U (n,f) Up to 1 eV 284780
238U (n,f) 2–20MeV 0.7270.08 0.5770.04

(0.66)a (0.23)a

232Th (n,f) 2–20MeV 0.2170.05 0.1470.03

aFor the correction of 235U contribution in 238U.

Table 4

Typical cross-sections of some reactions used in neutron

detection

Reaction Cross-section (b)

235U(n,f) 580
238U(n,f) 0.6
232Th(n,f) 0.3
(300K) library, was fitted with a Gaussian–
Lorentzian function on each resonance peak and
a Chester-Cram Peak function for (n,2n) reaction
(r2 coefficient of the fitted parameters 96–99%). In
the resonance region only those resonance below
200 eV have a strong effect on the calculation of
the seff [6]. The calculated values of seff for both
experiments are presented in Table 5.

Summarizing, the neutron flux (neutron cm�2

per proton) in the Dubna experimental transmuta-
tion assemblies corresponding on the top and at
the middle of each target cover (paraffin or U-
blanket) is presented in Tables 6 and 7, respec-
tively. The comparison between the results ob-
tained by different passive methods shows a good
agreement in the same energy range. In the same
tables the MC-calculated flux for two major
energy ranges, i.e. thermal-epithermal (up to
10 keV) and intermediate-fast (10 keV up to
100MeV) neutrons, is also presented. The com-
parison between different experimental methods
with the MC calculations, performed by Dubna
DCM/DEM high-energy transport code, shows a
fair agreement in the thermal-epithermal region,
wherein the experimental results extend to the
whole corresponding energy range. In the inter-
mediate-fast region the agreement presents to be
less good because the experimental results corre-
sponding to slightly different energy regions,
extend only to a part of the intermediate-fast
neutron range.
4. Conclusion

When passive detectors are used to measure
neutron fluxes, large deviations usually appear
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Table 6

Neutron flux (neutron cm�2 per proton) from 1GeV proton beam on a thick Pb target with paraffin moderator

Neutron region (energy range) SSNTDs Activation detectors DCM calculated

Particle detector Fission detector

Thermal-Epithermal 1.3 (70.2)� 10�2

(Up to 0.4 eV) 7.4 (71.8)� 10�3a

6.8 (71.9)� 10�3b

(Up to 1 eV) 7.7 (72.2)� 10�3

(1 eV–10 keV) 4.8 (70.9)� 10�3c

4.1 (70.8)� 10�3d

Intermediate-fast

(0.3–3MeV) 7.3 (72.2)� 10�3a

7.6 (71.9)� 10�3b 1.1 (70.1)� 10�2

(2–20MeV) 1.0 (70.3)� 10�3

(6–20MeV) 1.6 (70.4)� 10�3c

1.2 (70.3)� 10�3d

aUsing Eq. (3).
bUsing Eq. (2).
c 238U reactions.
dAu reactions.

Table 7

Neutron flux (neutron cm�2 per proton) from 1.5GeV proton beam on a thick Pb target with U blanket

Neutron Region SSNTDs Activation detectors DCM calculated

(Energy range) Particle detector Fission detector

Thermal-epithermal 2.8 (70.3)� 10�3

(Up to 0.4 eV) o2.2� 10�3a

o2.4� 10�3b

(Up to 1 eV) 1.8 (70.6)� 10�3

(1 eV–10 keV) 1.7 (70.4)� 10�3c

2.1 (70.4)� 10�3d

Intermediate-fast (0.3–3MeV) 4.9 (71.6)� 10�2a 1.2 (70.1)� 10�1

4.4 (70.9)� 10�2b

(2–20MeV) 9.5 (71.5)� 10�3

(6–20MeV) 1.6 (70.1)� 10�3c

1.3 (70.2)� 10�3d

aUsing Eq. (3)
bUsing Eq. (2).
c 238U reactions.
dAu reactions.
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between the results obtained by different detection
methods. This problem usually is attributed to the
different response function of the detectors versus
neutron energy. In any energy range the conver-
sion of the detector readout to neutron density
needs some conversion factors, which could be the
cross-section of the neutron reaction with which
the detector responses, or any other conversion
factor originating from an appropriate calibration
of the detector versus neutron energy. According
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to the general principles of detection, the shape of
the neutron spectrum plays an important role to
the precision of the measurement. So, the foresaid
factors are depended upon the energy range as well
as the contribution of the neutron spectrum to this
specified energy range.

Therefore, to resolve the above problem, it
seems to be necessary first to reproduce the
neutron spectrum using a Monte Carlo simulation
and then to calculate the effective cross-section or
the effective conversion factor in any energy region
of interest. Following this procedure, a good
agreement between results obtained by different
passive methods can be achieved for the same
energy range. Additional parameters might also be
taken into account for each detection system, the
most important being the angular response of the
detector.
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